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Abstract
The design of new hybrid materials with tailored properties at the nano-, meso- and macroscale, with the use of structural functional nanobuilding units, is carried out to obtain specific
multi-functional materials. Organization into controlled 1D, 2D and 3D architectures with
selected functionalities is key for developing advanced catalysts, but this is hardly
accomplished using conventional synthesis procedures. The use of pre-formed nanostructures,
derived either from known materials or made with specific innovative synthetic
methodologies, has enormous potential in the generation of multi-site catalytic materials for
one-pot processes. The present concept article introduces a new archetype wherein selfassembled nanostructured builder units are the base for the design of multifunctional
catalysts, which combine catalytic efficiency with fast reactant and product diffusion. The
article addresses on a new generation of versatile hybrid organic-inorganic multi-site catalytic
materials for their use in the production of (chiral) high added value products within the scope
of chemicals and fine chemicals production. The use of those multi-reactive solids for more
nanotechnological applications, such as sensors, due to the inclusion of electron donoracceptor structural arrays is also considered, together with the adsorption-desorption
capacities due to the combination of hydrophobic and hydrophylic sub-domains. The
innovative structured hybrid materials for multipurpose processes here considered, can allow
the development of multi-stage one-pot reactions with industrial applications, using the
materials as one nanoreactor systems, favoring more sustainable production pathways with
economic, environmental and energetic advantages.
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Initial Concepts
Conceptually, hybrid materials are formed by a suitable combination of two or more
components. When these structural sub-units are connected at nanometric scale, obtained
solids will preserve the intrinsic characteristics of each individual component, exhibiting
additional properties due to the synergetic effect between the structural builders.[1,

2]

The

example of pigments used by the ancient Pre-Columbian civilizations is well-known (c. VIII-IX),
such as the Blue Maya formed by the interaction between natural dyes (derived of indigo-type
molecules) and lamellar clays (similar to paligorskite). Furthermore, nature offers different
cases of hybrid architectures obtained after soft biomineralization synthesis routes, such as
the nacre formed by hexagonal plate layers of crystallized calcium carbonate (aragonite) which
are compacted through nanometric connection with elastic biopolymers (conchiolin) (Figure
1).[3]

Figure 1. Examples of well-known hybrid materials: natural pigment as Blue Maya (left) and nacre as
crystallized compacted lamellar structure present in the nature (right).

Due to the growing demand of new materials with specific physico-chemical properties, hybrid
materials occupy a prominent position into the materials science. In this case, several
complementary components can be integrating the structural framework of the solids, such as
inorganic, organic, metallic or polymeric structural counterparts. This large variety should favor
that hybrid solids can successfully be used in catalysis, adsorption or separation, sensoring,
microelectronic, magnetism, photochemistry, photoluminescence, semiconducting and for
fuel-cell processes.[4, 5]
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Specifically, organic-inorganic hybrid materials present the main advantages of inorganic
oxides, exhibiting high mechanical, thermal and structural stability, without losing the
characteristics of versatile organic polymers, such as flexibility and functional variety. Different
synthesis methodologies are used to prepare hybrid solids. They include from the simplest
procedures, based on the physical mixtures or blends of different components, up to more
attractive synthesis pathways, with the ambitious aim to obtain authentic hybrid molecular
composites, based on different structural builders effectively combined at nanometric scale.[6]
On this last case, the organic and inorganic sub-domains are integrated together without
phases’ separation, being homogeneously distributed into the network without interfacial
problems. This archetype for ideal organic-inorganic materials only can be achieved with the
participation of suitable nanobuilding precursors during the synthesis process. The structural
sub-units can be purely inorganic (silicospheres or individual silicoaluminate layers), purely
organic (macromolecules or derived proteins) or, most interesting from our point of view,
organic-inorganic precursors where stable and pre-formed connection should be stablished
between organic and inorganic moieties, before their use during the synthesis process, such as
organometallic monomers and bridged silsesquioxanes (so called disilanes) (Figure 2).[7]

Figure 2. Main nanobuilding precursors used to synthesize organic-inorganic hybrid materials.
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Hybrid Materials with Different Morphology and Nature
Bridged silsesquioxanes show important advantages compared with other monomer
precursors, such as those derived of metalorganic sub-units, when they are involved in
different synthesis methodologies. Disilanes are formed by organic linkers capable to be
functionalized with several active sites, stabilized and separated at controlled molecular
distances (see inset in Figure 2). At the end of these organic bridges, terminal reactive siloxane
groups are present which allow the rapid integration, through hydrolysis and polycondensation mechanisms, of the monomer precursor into hybrid frameworks.8 The use of this
type of disilanes facilitates the generation of practically irreversible hybrid architectures by the
covalent linkages (bond strength ~350 kjmol-1) established between organic and inorganic
structural builders. This can be an advantage with respect to other less robust materials based
on coordination or ionic connections (bond strength of ~50-250 kjmol-1), such as metalorganic
frameworks (MOFs) or porous coordination polymers.[9]
New families of the so-called strong Class II hybrid materials are obtained with these bridged
silsesquioxanes,[10] where different organic active functions are integrated, as fixed active
centers, into the network of the solids. In this case, the chemical processes, in which these
materials are involved, are transferred from the internal free cavities to the walls of the solids.
Novel multi-functional periodic mesoporous

organosilicas

(PMOs)

or hydrophobic

organozeolites (OZs) illustrate this synthesis approach. The high structural robustness and
stability of the isolated active sites detected in these solids, largely improve the performances
achieved by more traditional Class I hybrids wherein organic and inorganic counterparts are
normally weakly connected by means of Van der Waals, hydrogen bonding or simple physicochemical adsorption of soluble organocatalysts.[11] Therefore, the use of monomer precursors
derived from functionalized silanes, in suitable synthesis conditions, allows the preparation of
different families of organic-inorganic hybrid materials with controllable structuration level
and porous hierarchy. In this case, the induced morphology on the hybrids becomes decisive to
define their physico-chemical properties and consequently their applicability.[12] In Figure 3 the
main topologies which are formed starting from pre-designed siloxane precursors are
schematized. In all materials, several active sites are inserted into the structural framework to
generate multi-functional organic-inorganic materials capable to perform consecutive or
cascade catalytic processes, using only one solid multi-site catalyst. This would allow avoiding
intermediate isolation steps, use of solvents and excessive wastes generation, with the
consequent development of more efficient multi-step chemical processes.[13]
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Figure 3. Hybrid materials obtained with different topologies, structural ordering and physico-chemical
properties from functionalized organosilicon precursors.

Mesoporous Hybrid Materials
Considering the state-of-art, the most numerous and frequent group within the
organosiliceous solids field corresponds to mesoporous hybrid materials. This is due to the
capacity of bridged silsesquioxanes to be hydrolyzed and condensed around surfactant
micelles, forming hexagonal long-ordered structures, such as Periodic Mesoporous
Organosilicas (PMOs). Following this approach, micellar routes, in acid or base conditions,
together with the presence of different types of structural directing agents (SDAs) like cationic
or anionic surfactants and neutral block copolymers, allowed the synthesis of several families
of PMOs. In this way, it is possible to introduce different active functions into the
framework.[14]
As alternative synthesis method, sol-gel processes in fluoride medium facilitate the
preparation of accessible mesoporous organic-inorganic materials in a soft pathway synthesis.
This is so because of the low temperatures (around 25ºC), neutral pHs, absence of
sophisticated SDAs and short aging periods required for the rapid formation of porous active
hybrid solids. In this case, the generation of active pentacoordinated siloxane-fluoride
intermediate facilitates the hydrolysis and condensation of bridged silsesquioxanes supported
by the mineralizing effect of fluorine ions in the synthesis media (Figure 4).[15] This synthesis
route is successful to obtain non-ordered active bi-functional mesoporous hybrid materials
5

based on strong basic sites of protonic sponges (for instance, guanidine moieties with pKa of
~25) inserted in the structural framework, together with pending sulfonic groups.[16]

Figure 4. Synthesis route to prepare non-ordered mesoporous hybrid materials through sol-gel process
in fluoride medium. In the bottom, mechanism followed during the hydrolysis and condensation of
organosilicon precursors.

The synthesized mesoporous acid-base hybrid catalysts are active to perform tandem
reactions, such as hemiacetal hydrolysis (catalyzed by sulfonic groups) followed by aldolic
condensations (catalyzed by guanidine units) through one-pot process and using only one solid
and recyclable hybrid catalyst. The validity of these multi-functional catalysts to carry out
cascade or consecutive reactions was extended to different methylenic substrates with
growing base demand, linked with even nitroaldol (Henry) reactions. The high stability of these
catalytic materials was also confirmed because yields and selectivity were practically
maintained after successive catalytic reuses.
In general, organocatalysts are stabilized into the framework of mesoporous inorganic
matrixes, being their hydrothermal stability higher than in soluble form. However, the stability
of the organic-inorganic solids is certainly limited by the intrinsic nature of organic moieties
present in the structure. Interestingly, combination of disilanes together with cubic polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) strongly increases the robustness and structural stability of
hybrid mesoporous materials. Indeed, it was possible to calcine this type of as-synthesized
hybrid solids at high temperatures (around 400ºC), to remove surfactant internal molecules
used as structural directing agents, without destroying organic builder groups (such as derived
6

amino-arylic fragments) thanks to robustness supplied by D4R secondary building units from
POSS monomers, used during the synthesis process.[17, 18]
Compared with micellar routes, non-ordered mesoporous organic-inorganic materials,
prepared through fluoride sol-gel processes exhibit, in many cases, higher catalytic
performances than the more conventional ordered PMOs. This is because the rapid, but
controllable, condensation phenomena of several bridged silsesquioxanes with different
flexibility level favors the effective concomitant integration of different organic functions into
the network with an elevated concentration, being them completely accessible to reactants. In
opposite, micellar routes with the presence of SDAs acting as organosilicon templates, exhibit
structural constraints that limit the easy integration of disilanes with longer and flexible
organic functional bridges.[19] Furthermore, the nature of bridged silsesquioxane monomers
used as precursor has an strong influence on the final textural properties of the hybrid
synthesized materials. Indeed, disilanes containing more flexible organic bridges (such as
ethylendiamine or propyldisulfide groups), favored the formation of versatile non-ordered
hybrids whose structural framework was more opened and accessible. In this case, reactive
catalysts were obtained capable to perform aldolic condensations to obtain carbonyl
compounds with interest as end-products and intermediates in the production of fine
chemicals and commodities (perfumes, pharmaceuticals, polymers). On the contrary, the
higher rigidity of bridged silsesquioxanes (such as those containing arylic units or short
aliphatic chains) would explain the marked reduction in the mesoporous contribution of the
hybrid mesoporous materials, the accessibility finally achieved and their associated reactivity
being limited. This fact was observed with organic-inorganic materials prepared both from solgel routes in fluoride media and from micellar synthetic pathways.[20]
Main Problem: Random Distribution of Active Functions
Micellar or sol-gel routes are used to obtain ordered and non-ordered mesoporous hybrid
materials, as commented before.[21] Following these methods, multi-functional hybrid
materials have been prepared with the presence of different active sites cohabitating into the
same network, being possible to combine acid, base and redox functions.[22] In this sense, the
effective successive post-synthesis anchoring of different organic functions onto purely
siliceous porous silica structures allowed the generation of stable hybrid multi-site solids. In
fact, cooperative effect due to the cohabitation of several active functions, together with the
presence of free external silanol groups, improved the effectiveness of the hybrid materials
used as recoverable catalysts. The supported materials obtained using this grafting mechanism
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allowed the introduction of an elevated concentration of surface functional groups.
Additionally, the modification of surface properties of the silica support by incorporation of
hydrophobic groups increased the reactivity of the tethered active sites. However, the low
structural symmetry and the inhomogeneous distribution of active centers together with the
absence of shape selectivity limited their possible catalytic applications.[23]
Frequently, random distribution of the different active sites present in the initial bridged
silsesquioxanes, finally incorporated along the framework, resulted in non-homogeneous
location of the structural building functions. This spatial configuration favors lower conversions
and selectivity in processes wherein both sites work in a collaborative way (consecutive or
cascade type reactions), due to the undesirable mutual neutralization and/or agglomeration of
active centers, which result in a significant deactivation of hybrid catalysts (Figure 5, left).[24]
This fact would be avoided with the design of suitable specific organosiloxane monomer
precursors where different functions would be placed in the organic bridge, being neighboring
and separated at fixed molecular distances, guaranteeing the reactivity of the active centers
during the catalytic process in which they are involved.[25] This type of monomer precursors
acts as authentic “platform” molecules and, when they take part as nanobuilding units in
several synthesis process, it is possible to transfer the spatial arrangement of active functions
from starting disilanes to the final hybrid framework where they are assembled. This working
methodology should allow the generation of novel families of multi-site hybrid catalysts
performing suitable one-pot multi-step catalytic routes. (Figure 5, right).
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catalysts. Figure adapted from references [2] and [24].

An illustrative example is related with the preparation of bi-functional acid-base hybrid
mesoporous materials from specific bridged silsesquioxanes containing ionic imidazolium units
separated by alkyl fragments. The use of these monomer precursors through micellar routes
allowed the preparation of hybrid catalysts with acid and base sites separated by lineal
aliphatic chains at fixed molecular distances. The catalytic results, for different Knoevenagel
condensations, showed that the reactivity of catalysts with active centers distanced by only
one carbon atom is higher (conversion ~100%) than another similar catalysts with longer
separation between acid and base functions (conversion ~80% when imidazolium units are
separated by two carbon atoms). This fact effectively confirmed that the design of suitable
platform molecules, as monomer precursors of multi-functional hybrid materials, is convenient
to obtain highly active and efficient catalysts, which contain several functions isolated,
stabilized and accessible to carry out cascade or consecutive multi-step chemical processes
(Figure 6).[26]
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active catalysts for aldolic condensations.

Chirality in Organic-Inorganic Porous Hybrid Materials
The design, specific preparation and auto-assembly of bridged silsesquioxanes, acting as
platform molecules, which contain chiral groups isolated and stabilized in their organic bridges
would be useful to form new families of hybrid catalysts with associated enantioselectivity.[27]
The case of chiral diphosphine ligands, similar to BINAP (2,2’-bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,1’binaphthyl), is well-known. This organic ligand can be anchored onto external surface of
amorphous silicas or silica-aluminas through reaction with accessible silanol groups, or directly
introduced into the walls of mesoporous organosilicas when it is used as monomer precursor
during micellar synthesis routes.[28] In both cases, the generated hybrid enantioselective
catalysts are modified by post-synthesis treatments to deprotect the chiral phosphine ligands
and successively to form organometallic complexes incorporated in the organosiliceous
architectures. These chiral hybrid catalysts were active to perform asymmetric hydrogenation
of different enamides, β-keto-esters and aromatic ketones. However, the family of chiral solid
materials is still limited, being necessary a high number of synthesis steps to prepare active
and stable hybrids, which contain into the network stabilized chiral fragments.
The use of disilanes as platform molecules would allow the generation of hybrid asymmetric
catalysts with different active sites, located and stabilized into the porous architecture, being
possible to combine chiral sub-units with other active centers. It is the case of chiral
10

mesoporous organosilicas (ChiPMOs) based on the assembly and co-condensation of disilanes
that contain chiral vanadyl salen complexes[29] or urea-cinchona derivative moieties combined
with alkylamine groups.[30] This last family of multisite catalysts was active to carry out
asymmetric multicomponent reactions, such as those related to Henry condensation-Michael
type addition from aldehydes, nitrocompounds and malonates. It is remarkable the high
mechanical and hydrothermal resistance showed by ChiPMOs catalysts which combine
different activation modes, enabling a good level of sterocontrol and reusability (Figure 7).
Additionally, the combination of this chiral hybrid catalyst with palladium species facilitated
the formation of heterogeneous and reusable catalytic systems optimal to perform domino
sequences, toward the production of industrially relevant γ-amino butyric acid (GABA)
derivatives, in racemic as well enantiomerically enriched form, through one-pot two-step
reaction processes composed by seven chemical transformations, developing protocol routes
with high intensification and efficiency.

Chiral Builder

Cinchona silyl-derivative

Asymmetric Multicomponent Reaction
Catalytic Reuses

Henry condensation-asymmetric
Michael-type addition tandem process

Figure 7. Chiral mesoporous hybrid catalysts containing urea-cinchona derivative moieties and
alkylamine active groups for enantioselective multicomponent reactions. Figure adapted from
references [25] and [30].

Taking into account these results, it is possible to see that there is still a long way to go for the
preparation of more specific and reactive chiral hybrid catalysts in which the accessibility and
stability of asymmetric functions are maximized and the leaching of the active sites is strongly
minimized. For the design and preparation of specific disilanes as monomer precursors of
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ChiPMOs-type materials would be necessary to introduce in the framework additional soluble
chiral organocatalysts related with proline, quinine or pyrrolidine groups.[31]
Hybrid Organic-Inorganic Nanospheres
Spherical hybrid architectures can be useful to generate multifunctional materials not only for
catalytic application, but also as biocompatible carriers, photoluminiscent materials or
sensoring systems. Important advances have already been achieved with purely (dense or
porous) siliceous nanoparticles, normally through simple techniques based on inorganic
polymerization at room temperature, using neutral silicate precursors as starting agents.[32]
However, problems associated to control release of internal active molecules or diffusional
restrictions for reactants and products in catalytic processes, due to reduced and nonhomogeneous porous distribution, limit the use of these nanospherical systems.[33] On the
other hand, although high porous regularity was achieved through micellar routes with the use
of suitable surfactants, the mesoporous nature of these structures could exhibit reduced
hydrothermal stability in aqueous media.
The incorporation of specific organic functions at the external part of the nanospheres allowed
to gradually control the delivery or entrance of active principles or other substrates toward the
internal part of these container-type systems. Different organosiliceous particles loaded with
bioactive molecules were synthesized through different routes, such as hydrolysis and
condensation, spray-drying or, mainly, sol-gel. Interestingly, the synthetic route based on
consecutive micro-emulsions and controlled evaporation steps by the use of solved
phosphatidylcholine in water-chloroform mixtures was highly effective to produce regular
spherical liposomal phases. The last process of hydrolysis and condensation of specific bridged
silsesquioxanes around the liposomes allowed the generation of hollow core-shell
nanospheres (Figure 8).[34] These structures are formed by an internal aqueous liposomal core,
where is possible to isolate and stabilize bioactive principles (for instance drugs, such as
doxorubicin molecules) or reactive compounds (lipases), together with an external
organosiliceous shell, where organic fragments can be used as authentic controllable
molecular gates. In fact, when ester groups are present in the external shell and these hybrid
nanospheres enter into the human cells, during in vitro tests, internal drug molecules are
released due to the breaking of external ester groups by esterase enzymes present in the cells.
The results confirmed the validity of these molecular nanometric containers as an effective
carrier and drug-delivery system for biomedical applications.[35]
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Searching for more efficient hybrid biocatalysts which can mimic nature enzymatic processes,
enzymes such as lipases were encapsulated and stabilized in the internal liposomal phase of
the organic-inorganic nanospheres (see inset in Figure 8), generating active porous
organosiliceous catalytic systems for biodiesel production through biomass transformation (for
instance by transesterification of triolein with methanol to methyl esters).[36]
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Figure 8. Synthesis route to obtain hybrid nanospheres with external molecular gates. In the inset
nanospheres loaded with lipases. Figure adapted from references [35] and [36].

Considering both conceptual approaches, related with the use of these spherical materials as
carriers and deliver systems of active principles, it should be possible to prepare novel hybrid
nanospheres that can be used as authentic catalytic reactors at nanometric scale by the
stabilization of different active sites (such as several metallic nanoparticles) in the internal part
of the hollow spheres. The additional presence of organic functions homogeneously
distributed along the external organosiliceous shell would facilitated the formation of multifunctional catalysts with different porous hierarchy with opening/closing of external molecular
gates, maximizing the confinement effect and frequency factor during multi-step catalytic
reactions. These materials would allow to carry out chemical processes with a high level of
intensification (Figure 9).[37]
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Figure 9. Schematic representation showing the potentiality of hybrid nanospheres to generate
multifunctional catalysts. Figure adapted from reference [37].

Multi-functional Lamellar Hybrid Materials
The capacity of well-known versatile inorganic lamellar precursors to be morphologically
modified by the introduction of organic fragments at or in between individual sheets has
allowed the generation of new multi-functional structured layered materials.[38] Illustrative is
the case of MWW zeolitic lamellar precursor that is altered after successive swelling,
pillarization and extraction steps with the use of arylic bridged silesquioxanes as intercalation
agents. The result was the formation of stable and robust bi-functional layered hybrid material
with a hierarchical (micro and meso) porous system, cohabitating in the framework acid
Brönsted sites (due to tetrahedral aluminum), placed in the inorganic counterpart (MWW
individual zeolitic layers), together with base sites in the interlayer space (included in the
organic arylic pillars).[39] Additionally, the porous hierarchy is attributed to the microporous
sinusoidal channels present in the MWW-type sheets and the regular mesoporous formed
during the pillarization process and delimited by the organic pillars and inorganic layers (Figure
10). This bi-functional acid-base hybrid material was effective to catalyze one-pot acetal
hydrolysis-Knoevenagel condensation cascade reactions, using only one solid and recyclable
organic-inorganic catalyst, exploiting of inherent reactivity showed by MWW-type precursor.
The zeolitic sheets not only supplied robustness and stability to the final formed hybrid
material, but also additional active sites present in the individual layers. It would be the case of
14

exfoliated materials based on disordered zeolitic sheets. The elevated external surface area of
Al-MWW-P

these delaminated zeolites combined with the high concentration of accessible andAl-MWW-P
reactive
silanol groups on individual layers was used to covalently incorporate other organic active
groups, generating novel families of organic–inorganic hybrid materials with improved catalytic
applications compared with conventional organic soluble catalysts.[40]
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Considering the capacity of lamellar inorganic precursors to be transformed in swelled organicinorganic intermediate materials by the use of suitable surfactants as swelling agents, the
incorporation of metallic (for instance platinum) sub-nanometric species located in the
interlayer space was possible. This fact was favored by the high-achieved accessibility and the
hydrophobic-hydrophilic nature of the hybrid-swelled solids. After calcination step to remove
organic swelling agents, multi-functional layered material was formed, in which active metallic
clusters or nanoparticles were homogenously distributed (most with sizes below 1 nm),
stabilized and isolated into the microporous cavities of the 3D zeolitic structural framework,
being avoided the undesirable agglomeration and deactivation of metallic species. These
synthesized catalysts were effective for redox processes at high temperatures, such as
hydrogenation of light olefins, maintaining the activity after successive catalytic cycles (Figure
11).[41]
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The field related with the preparation of multi-functional lamellar hybrid materials continues
to grow, due to the capacity of the inorganic precursors to be modified by exchange, swelling,
pillarization or exfoliation steps. Furthermore, these lamellar hybrids should allow to combine
intrinsic active sites, associated to the organic and inorganic counterparts present in the
framework, and those externally incorporated onto the surface of inorganic sheets by grafting,
tethering or simple deposition.[42] Recently, direct one-step hydrothermal synthesis route have
been developed to prepare pillared hybrid materials, avoiding long and expensive postsynthesis treatments, modifying conventional lamellar inorganic precursors, and without using
sophisticated swelling or intercalation agents.[43] In these type of solids, so-called LHM, the
synthesis gel was formed with high aluminum content and in presence of bridged
silsesquioxanes as only organosilicon source. The result is the direct synthesis of hybrid
catalysts based on organized piled aluminosilicate layers covalently linked between them by
specific functional organic bridges. Advances performed with these materials made possible
the preparation of non-connected individual (organo)silicoaluminate layers with different
spatial organization by the use of several organo(mono)siloxanes during the hydrothermal
synthesis process. In this case, individual 2D hybrid nanosheets were obtained which contain
two or more accessible active sites (acid, base or redox) present onto their external surface,
being active to carry out consecutive or tandem reactions using only one recoverable hybrid
catalyst (Figure 12).[44]
< 1 nm

HAADF-HRSTEM

 High stability of sub-nanometric Pt species
 Pt atoms and clusters stable after redox treatments
 Stabilization through hybrid swelled material
High temperature catalytic reactions

Figure 11. Preparation route to isolate and stabilize metallic nanoclusters in microporous zeolites from
hybrid swelling materials. Figure adapted from reference [41].
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Figure 12. Lamellar hybrid material containing acid and base sites formed by the direct assembly of
functionalized (organo)aluminosilicate nanosheets. Figure adapted from references [43] and [44].

Hybrid Materials based on 1D Organic-Inorganic Structural Sub-domains
It has been shown up to here that bridged silsesquioxanes or, in general, organosiloxanes can
be excellent monomer precursors to generate multi-functional hybrid materials with different
topologies and physico-chemical characteristics depending on the synthesis conditions.
Another route to synthesize multifunctional hybrid materials would involve the previous
formation of individual single organic-inorganic sub-domains, as first structuration level, which
can be later assembled to form novel hybrid architectures hosting several active sites. This
procedure could facilitate the formation of new hybrid structures through the suitable autoassembly of the initial sub-domains under softer conditions.[45] This is the case of recently
prepared metalorganic derived materials based on the regular spatial assembly of 1D
structural sub-domains. These last were formed by inorganic chains, structured from the
coordinated association of metallic (Ni, Al or Zr) octahedra, previously isolated by the presence
of long alkyl-monocarboxilate spacers located at both sides of the chains, which acted as
growing modulators.
The use of the suitable solvothermal synthesis conditions should allow generating new families
of metalorganic structures with controllable 1D, 2D or 3D topology and different pore
hierarchy (Figure 13). The marked hydrophobic character of this type of hybrid structures, due
to high organic content present in the framework (even higher than 70% in weight), facilitates
the preparation of supramolecular solid catalysts where different soluble organocatalysts can
be isolated and stabilized in the organic counterpart of the metalorganic structure. In this case,
the hybrid materials, based on 1D structural sub-domains, act as a true micellar system,
boosting organic processes in water, like enantioselective Michael reactions or multi-
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component reactions from aldehydes, methylenic compounds and malonates.[46] Additionally,
these derived metalorganic materials were effective for control release of volatile organic
compounds, such as insect pheromones, being useful for pest management with an innovative
agrochemical application.[47]

Supramolecular
solid catalyst
boosts organic
reactions in water
Enantioselective Michael Reactions

Insect Sex Pheromone
Pest Management

Organic-Inorganic Nanosheet

Organocatalyst
Multicomponent Reaction

spirooxindole

1D, 2D, 3D Hybrid
Assembled Architectures

Figure 13. Metalorganic derived structures based on the assembly of 1D organic-inorganic sub-domains
by the use of specific spacers as growing modulators. Different applications in catalysis or agrochemistry
are shown. Figure adapted from references [46] and [47].

There results and the applicability exhibited by the hybrid materials prepared from assembly of
1D structural organic-inorganic sub-domains confirm that, the synthesis methodology based
on the previous formation of well-organized building sub-structures would be a suitable
synthesis pathway to obtain new hybrid materials with variable and controllable morphology,
dimensionality, textural properties and adaptable reactivity.
In Table 1, a summary of the different hybrid materials above commented is shown, remarking
topology, synthesis method and possible location of active sites into the framework.
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Table 1. Examples of multi-site organic-inorganic hybrid materials prepared from bridged
silsesquioxanes, (R’O)3SiRSi(OR’)3.

Topology

Synthetic Procedure

Location Active Sites
Random (one-pot
synthesis)
Fixed (grafting
methods)

Remarks

Ordered Mesoporous
Materials

Micellar routes

Non-ordered
Mesoporous
Materials

Sol-Gel processes
(acid, base or
fluoride medium)

Random

Soft synthesis
conditions

Hybrid Nanospheres

Consecutive microemulsions and
evaporation steps

Fixed

Nanoreactor systems

Layered Solids

Post-modification of
lamellar precursors

Fixed

Hierarchical porous
materials

1D Hybrid Structures

Solvothermal
processes

Fixed

Supramolecular solid
catalysts

Porosity control

Future Perspectives: Hybrid Materials as Sensors
Different multi-site hybrid materials active to catalyze tandem or cascade catalytic reactions
have illustrated the influence of the morphology and location of active centers on their
reactivity. In fact, the presence of different functions along the network of the hybrids has
been focused above on their role as multi-functional heterogeneous catalysts. However, the
possible introduction, into the materials’ architecture, of organic fragments as an ordered
arrangement of electron-donor-acceptor units involved in transfer energy processes, would
allow the generation of multi-functional hybrid solids capable to be used for catalytic
reactions, but also as optical, electronic, magnetic devices, even combining several of those
functionalities.[48] The results would be the formation of multi-site reusable solids for selective
multi-step chemical reactivity-sensing processes (see scheme in Figure 14).[49]
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(PHOTO)CATALYTIC
REACTIONS
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
MATERIALS

+

NANTECHNOLOGICAL
PROCESSES

MULTI-STEP
CHEMICAL
REACTIVE
PROCESSES

Optical
Electronic
Magnetism
Final Products
Substrates
Prod.2

Catalyst- Electron-Donor
Acceptor System

Prod.1

Organometallic complex

Enzyme

Organosiliceous hybrid material

Acid site

Figure 14. Schematic representation of multifunctional hybrid materials useful to perform consecutively
catalytic and nanotechnological processes through multi-step chemical processes in presence of only
one catalyst-electron-donor system. Part of the figure was adapted from reference [49].

Specifically, organic-inorganic materials could be used as the major component for some
sensors based on conductivity, adsorptive or catalytic properties. Taking into account the
topology and textural properties of the solids, one could also select a hybrid solid for specific
interactions with some analytes. There are other sensing potential applications wherein the
hybrids will not be the main component, but nevertheless, will play an important role. For
instance, sensitive gas sensors to detect different gaseous substances such as hydrocarbons,
CO, NO2 and NH3 can use organic-inorganic materials containing single atoms, clusters or
nanoparticles of Pt, Pd, Ag, Cu, etc. within the free channels or cavities.[50, 51] For preparing the
metal nanoparticles, homogeneously distributed along the framework, different methods can
be used: (i) ion exchange followed by reduction, (ii) direct synthesis wherein the metal
components are in the form of metal atoms bound to organic groups pending from walls to the
cavities, and (iii) by introducing the metal during the synthesis process, in the form a metal
complex forming part of bridged silsesquioxanes used as organosilicon precursors.[38,

52]

Through these methods, it is possible to generate isolated metal atoms within the cavities of
the hybrid materials and then to form very small clusters.[53, 54]
Hybrid Materials in Biosensors
Hybrid architectures can also be used to immmobilize enzymes,[55] transforming them to
heterogeneized enzymatic catalysts or enzyme-based sensors. By adsorbing and/or anchoring
enzymes on the accessible surface of hybrid materials, long lasting micro-devices with high
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sensitivity for biocatalytic functions could be prepared.[56, 57] It would be the case of structured
2D and 3D porous materials modified with adsorbed proteins for biosensing applications.[58]
Following this approach, the protein deposition is strongly dependent on the morphology of
the support. Therefore, for protein uptake, hierarchical micro-mesoporous hybrid structures
with high external surface area would be convenient. Notice that for this case, the shape and
textural characteristics of the organic-inorganic materials can also play an important role, since
they can influence surface charge and density as well as surface curvature at the nanoscale
level. In addition, hybrid structures can be deposited as a monolayer or thin film and used as a
biocompatible surface model to study the cell-adhesion behavior.[59] In fact, cells can grow on
asymmetrically functionalized supports in defined patterns. Then, the combination of living
cells and non-leaving (hybrid films) components is expected to find application as biosensors.
Optical Sensors
Other type of hybrid multi-functional materials corresponds to optical sensors based on dyeinduced excitation energy-transfer phenomena, being possible to develop photonic devices
due to the presence of suitable organic and inorganic builders in the network.[60] It is the case
of lamellar modified organozeolites with high accessibility in which efficiency and stability of
the emitting dyes is increased.[61] The external surface of the dye loaded support has also been
modified with organic molecules, the hybrid material being compatible with additional
polymers. Thus, the dispersion of modified support in the polymer would improve the
luminescence of the material, opening new perspectives to engineer nanodevices.[62]
Energy transfer phenomena could be increased when the hybrid materials are prepared in the
form of thin films through different techniques such as screen-printing, sol-gel methods, dip
and spin coating or direct growth with and without substrate pre-seeding treatments.[63] In
these cases, the solids could act as a key functional element in the sensor based on their
adsorption properties, hydrophobic-hydrophilic nature, concentration effect and interaction
with the analytes. On the other hand, an acceptor or donor stopcock fluorophore can also be
placed in the pores to trap or inject electronic excitation energy from or to the nanodevice
system-type film. The host-guest formed material could be tested for the collection, trapping
and energy transport.[64]
Optical sensors based on hybrid mesoporus materials doped with metallic nanoparticles, as we
said before, would be developed to analyze chemicals and biologic products among others. In
the case of Hg(II) sensing, a silver-embedded organosiliceous thin film based fiber optic sensor,
could be used for in situ real time monitoring Hg(II) in aqueous solution. An important issue is
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the high sensitivity and selectivity over competing analytes.[65] Even, the incorporation of
fluorescent rhodamine units in the framework of the films would facilitate the generation of
off-on systems owing to structural transformation from a non-emissive to highly emissive
device, giving a fast response towards Hg(II) detection.
Alternatively, the presence of different metals into the network of hybrid materials combined
with high adsorption capacity, make these solids attractive for sensing chemical gases and
vapors.[66] Moreover, the incorporation of lanthanides would increase the potentiality of these
hybrid solids as luminescent sensing materials. For instance, hybrid core-shell materials
prepared by coating with polyelectrolytes are excellent sensor systems for dipicolinic acid that
is related with the presence of many pathogenic spore-forming bacteria.[67] Also, relevant is
the formation of hybrid materials by the combination of photopolymers with modified
microporous structures for the design of holographic sensors.[68]
Electrochemical Sensors
In the case of organic-inorganic materials with pores within molecular dimensions, it is
possible to introduce some molecular shape selectivity by size, but also because of the charges
as part of the hybrid structure that can also act as an ionic filter. So, these solids can allow
further discrimination by acting as passive molecular discriminators, as for instance preconcentrating a given analyte or reactant. Furthermore, by introducing additional units with
catalytic properties on the electrodes of different electronic devices, one could combine
heterogeneous catalysis in an electrochemical interphase, achieving synergetic effects. This is
the case of systems based on 2D graphene nanolayers combined with MoS2 sub-domains,
generating heterogeneous interfaces that can modify chemical and physical material
properties with a wide range of applications in electrochemical energy storage, catalysis and
sensing. The vertical assembly of 2D C-MoS2 nanosheets with Li metal electrodes, and a lithium
hexafluorophosphate solution in ethylene carbonate and diethyl carbonate electrolyte,
significantly increase the electrochemical activity and chemical conversion.[69]
In this way, organic moieties, organometallic monomolecular compounds or organic-inorganic
nanosheets could be adsorbed, covalently bonded to, deposited on, or self-assembled on an
electrode surface to improve electrochemical characteristics of the electrodes combined with
catalytic properties.[70] The modified electrodes could perform multiple tasks, including also
heterogeneous electron transfers. These modified electrodes would improve their durability
by increasing long-term stability, during the reaction conditions. Hybrid modifiers could
overcome drawbacks of more conventional polymeric electrodes related with their duration,
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possible dissolution, decomposition or chemical degradation phenomena, being the base for
the design of integrated systems with complex molecularity.[71] For instance, modified
electrodes would be active to sequester Hg2+ and Ag+ from aqueous solutions at open circuit
and when required under potential control, reveal the amount of metal species retained.[72]
Finally, there is also the possibility of using electrodes containing hybrid modifiers together
with metal nanoparticles or organometallic complexes as novel electrode materials without a
direct electrical contact.[73]
In conclusion, the use of organic-inorganic components for electrode modification would allow
improving selectivity and detection limit of sensoring nanodevices. However, we believe there
are still open opportunities on using new families of hybrid materials with different assembled
organic and inorganic counterparts with controllable electron transfer phenomena, to
generate optical or electrochemical sensor systems combined with catalytic properties.
Definitively, multi-site organic-inorganic materials offer the possibility, which is singular in the
materials science, to combine heterogeneous (photo)catalytic reactivity together with
electronic or optical properties, using only one stable and reusable material which would act as
authentic catalyst-electron donor–acceptor nanoreactor capable to carry out, in one-pot,
multi-step chemical reactive processes.
We have attempted to show a number of functional possibilities that solid hybrid organicinorganic materials can offer in the fields of catalysis, sensing and, more generally, for
materials science. We have seen that regardless of following a soft sol-gel or a templated
synthesis procedure, the use of structural functional nanobuilding units allow to prepare
organized specific multi-functional materials. Therefore, the use of self-assembled
functionalized nanostructured builder units is still an open field for preparing multi-functional
materials in the fields of catalysis, sensor, etc.
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